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housefull is back. coming back with the second installment of the film that catapulted the kapoor family to stardom. the first part, housefull ended on a relatively good note as the
entire family came together to help a blind boy called raja. however, the second part, housefull 2 doesn't quite live up to the first part, but it is still a very fun ride. the storyline of the
film is very similar to the first movie, except we get a new member to the kapoor family - sidhu. he is a friend of daboo and shanti and he is attracted to jais wife sujata (amita nahi)
and he makes a big mistake by flirting with her, upsetting her a lot and even though she still loves daboo, she goes for shanti. shanti cheats on sidhu with bunty. the rest of the film

revolves around this story. but of course, there are also plenty of comedy elements. at the end of the day, housefull 2 is definitely watchable and definitely worth the watch. housefull
2 is a hilarious sequel to the blockbuster comedy blockbuster 'housefull'. having our old favorites from the first movie (daboo, chintu, jais, naina and sujata), the sequel features the
"fun" family members of the first film - sidhu, shanti and bunty. and of course, there is of course, new member to the kapoor family - sidhu. sidhu befriends daboo and chintu while

trying to get married to sujata (amita nahi), who has been single for quite some time now. however, this new member claims that he has been there in her life for quite some time and
could even have dated her before her first husband (trying to get to jais on the side). and sidhu tries to outwit jais when he finds out about this. and just like that, sidhu is tossed out
the door of jais apartment before he can finish realizing that jais is way ahead of him in the game. sidhu is left out the door while jais has a family dinner. so jais quickly runs over to

the kapoor's house, calls up siddhu and tries to get some of the money they owe him back. however, siddhu has other plans for jais and chintu and shanti and goes over to jais's house
with them. it all just so happens to be the kapoor family reunion - and it turns out to be a catastrophe.. 5ec8ef588b
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